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Healing From the Effects of Trauma   
 
 Trauma is a side-effect of experienced events that happen to us which are beyond our 
control.  Examples of possible traumatic experiences include any of the following:  
 
roadside accident 
falling down stairs  
sexual abuse 
sudden delivery of 
regretful news 
death in the family  
divorce  
discharge from work  

divorce of parents  
auto accident  
fire  
near death experience  
rape  
death of a child  
extreme humiliation    
unfair  treatment,  

fear of death,  
war 
near drowning 
being robbed  
miscarriage 
health diagnosis 
parents fighting 

 
 Many in Africa experience trauma as a part of conflicts between tribes, (Rwanda) and 
post election violence (Kenya). We never plan for these events and our spirits are likewise 
unprepared for them.   
 Whenever people go through severe trauma, there is a danger that their extreme 
vulnerability (at that time) will provide an opening for the enemy to enter the person’s spirit.  An 
example of this occurrence is when a mother is severely traumatized at watching her daughter die in 
the hospital after a car accident; the “spirit of death” can enter the mother.  The event, however, 
does not affect all persons the same way.  For some individuals, this incident is considered and 
accepted as one of unalterable consequence, while to others it is a life-changing event.  
 God created us with a spirit, soul, and body.  It is impossible for one part of our humanity to 
experience a traumatic event without the other parts also being affected.  Damage can be caused to 
the inner self (spirit and soul-emotions) through injury or suffering which has occurred to the outer 
self (body).  While the medical profession’s immediate concern is for treatment of our physical 
body, there typically is no concern over the effects on our spirits (as in extreme cases resulting in 
emotional instability, suicidal tendencies, and physical disabilities).   
 One of the ministries of Jesus as identified in Isaiah 61:1 was to “bind up the 
brokenhearted” (heal).  Peter Horrobin (see notation at the end of this paragraph) suggests 
brokenhearted actually means “shattered into separate pieces.”  Not only is our body broken but our 
spirit may be “shattered” at the same time.  The spirit of infirmity (which causes us to “think” we 
have a physical disability) can enter at the time of the traumatic event and is then locked up within.  
We may “think” the resulting limitations are the physical result of the accident when they really are 
a spirit of darkness that entered at the time of the trauma (which causes the body to give the 
appearance of a long-time physical injury).  When the trauma (locked in the spirit) is identified, 
released, and healed, and the spirits of fear and infirmity are cast out, the physical symptoms often 
disappear immediately (from Ministering Freedom to the Emotionally Wounded, refer to Chapter 
5—“How Trauma Affects the Whole Person,” written by Peter Horrobin).   
 
 The results of these experiences usually include the spirit of death, the spirit of great fear or 
the spirit of infirmity entering.  This results in nightmares,  hurts, emotions, bad memories, or panic 
attacks called  Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD).  When an injustice or a serious sin has 
been committed against a person, particularly against a child (such as sexual, physical, or verbal 
abuse), or when a life-threatening, frightening, or a highly unsafe experience or traumatic event 
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occurs (such as in a divorce), the one offended remembers the panic, pain, violation, trauma, 
sense of disloyalty or abandonment, confusion, shame, and guilt, and later revisits the situation 
over and over again in his or her mind.  This recalling of a traumatic memory or PTSD, scientists 
now believe may be even worse than the disabling physiological response suffered at the time of 
the initial event.  It is believed this recalling of a traumatic memory or event reconsolidates the 
memory, writing it more strongly into the mind.  PTSD is suffered by up to 6% of boys and 15% 
of girls (for further information on PTSD, please refer to 
http://www.medicinenet.com/posttraumatic_stress_disorder/article.htm).  
  If the memory is traumatic enough, it may trigger Dissociative Identity Disorder (DID, 
more commonly known as multiple personality disorder) where altered parts of one’s personality 
have been broken off.  This occurrence is especially true of victims of Satanic Ritual Abuse 
(SRA).   
 A study of DID is beyond the scope of this work.  More information can be found in 
Deliverance from Evil Spirits (Francis MacNutt, pages 223-235) and within other sources.  
Ministering to persons with DID requires the highest levels of experience and education in this field.  
It is best to refer these individuals to Christian counselors who are familiar with inner healing and 
deliverance ministry.   
 
Prayers for inner healing are needed.  They are discussed in detail in the Healing of memories 
section.  In short, the seeker is invited to recall the hurtful memory, and then the minister prays, 
asking Jesus to come into the picture and stand between the seeker and the danger.  The seeker is 
then asked what emotions they wish to give Jesus, and what they want from Jesus.   The minister 
prayers God heal the experience, and he casts out all the spirits associated with the emotions 
mentioned.   
 
Example of Trauma Healing Prayer - Lord, we ask you to bring to (the person’s name) 
remembrance the experience that caused the trauma that needs to be healed.   We now ask that Jesus 
come into this experience and stand between the danger and (person’s name).   (Ask the person 
what emotions they wish to give Jesus and what they want from Jesus in return i. e. peace, trust, 
love.)   (The behold and beheld prayer is useful here.)  Lord we ask you to heal the spirit and the 
soul that were broken, crushed, or damaged in any way during the trauma.   We command any 
spirits of death, infirmity, fear or confusion to go in Jesus name.  We close any gates that were 
opened during this trauma.  We pray that all consequences of this trauma be healed, that all fear and 
panic attacks cease, that nightmares cease, and that the memory of this experience be healed in the 
name of Jesus.  We thank you Lord for this healing. AMEN 
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